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Anna and Elsa are Princesses who are sisters

Not long ago during the summer in the kingdom of Arendelle when Anna and
Elsa were playing, as they always did using Elsa’s magical powers to create
snow, ice and even a snowman named Olaf

Suddenly Elsa slipped on the ice and her magical powers accidentally hurt Anna

Elsa felt worried and terrified 

She knew that her magical powers had injured Anna

     She remembered other times that her powers had caused problems and mishaps 

     She realized that she was responsible for hurting her little sister and best friend

     She thought her parents might know how to get help for Anna

Elsa wanted Anna to wake up and be healed

First, Elsa shouted to her parents for help

Next, Elsa rushed with the king, queen and Anna to visit the mystical trolls in the Valley of the Living
Rock

Then, the trolls cured Anna by erasing her memories of Elsa’s Magic

Consequently, Anna was healed and didn’t remember anything of the accident – the only reminder
was a white streak in her hair

Elsa was relieved and thrilled that Anna was ok
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Episode 1
The Beginning



Elsa, Anna, the trolls and the king and queen

In the mountains with the trolls after Anna was cured

The trolls cautioned that people would fear Elsa’s power and that Anna
could die if she ever came in contact with Elsa’s magic again

Elsa remembered how awful and guilty she felt when she accidentally hurt Anna

Elsa knew that she could not control her magical powers and she was scared

Elsa believed that her parents would help her hide her powers

Her plan was to isolate herself in hopes of keeping others safe from her powers

First, the king and queen gave her gloves to cover her hands since that is where her magic came
from

Next, they instilled strict rules so that Elsa wouldn’t accidentally use her magical powers

After that, they closed the castle gates

Finally, Elsa stayed away from Anna, behind locked doors, never wanting to hurt her again

Therefore, Elsa didn’t hurt Anna or anyone else with her powers

However, both princesses were very, very lonely

Anna

In the Castle

Anna spent all of her time alone and missed Elsa 

She felt sad and rejected

Anna remembered being best buddies with Elsa and having fun playing and making snowmen 

Anna thought that if Elsa came out that they could be close again

Anna didn’t understand why Elsa had cut her off
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Episode 2
Learning About Elsa’s
Magical Powers

Episode 3
Do you want to build
a snowman?



Anna believed Elsa despised her

Anna wanted love, acceptance and companionship with her sister

First, she asked Elsa if she wants to build a snow man or ride their bike in the hall

Then, she explains about how lonely she is

Next, she tells Elsa that she is there for her when she is ready to come out

As a result, Elsa still doesn’t come out

So, Anna is still lonely and doesn’t understand why Elsa has shut her out

Elsa

Years later, after Elsa and Anna lost their parents at sea, on Coronation Day

It was time for Elsa to take over as Queen

Elsa was terrified

She knew she would have to remove her gloves

She thought she might lose control of her powers in front of the whole kingdom

She realized she didn’t have her parents to protect her

She understood that she was obligated to get through the crowning ceremony

Elsa planned to “Don't let them in, don't let them see Be the good girl you always have to be Con-
ceal, don't feel, don't let them know”

First, Elsa gathered all of her courage to take off her gloves

Next, she took a deep breath and accepted the crown and septre

As a result, she was crowned queen of Arendelle

She was relieved that it was over and successful
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Episode 4
Coronation Day



Anna

On coronation day

The gates are open for the first time in forever

Exhilarated and hopeful

Anna knows how lonely she has been all these years

Anna thinks that the Coronation will bring the music, dancing, laughter and fun she has been craving

Anna believes this is her chance to end her lonliness, find true love and make her dreams come true

Anna intends to live Coronation Day to the fullest and to take full advantage of every opportunity to
meet people and have fun 

First, while frolicking through the kingdom, she meets Prince Hans

Next, they realize that with each other, love is an open door and life can be so much more

After that, Hans proposes to Anna and Anna accepts

Thus, Anna and Hans plan to be married

Anna is ecstatic and can’t wait to tell Elsa of her plans!

Elsa 

Later on Coronation Day

Anna tells Elsa of her plans to marry Prince Hans and wants her blessing

Shocked and protective

Elsa realizes that Anna is rushing into this because she has been so lonely all these years

Elsa believes that it is a mistake for Anna to marry someone she just met

Elsa understands that Anna probably has felt rejected all these years by her and is attaching herself
to the first person who takes an interest in her, but it is not in her best interested

Elsa decides to forbid Anna from marrying Hans
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Episode 5
For the First Time
In Forever 

Episode 6
Eternal Winter and
Let It Go



First, Elsa tells Anna she cannot marry Hans

Next, the sisters argue about it and while arguing, Anna accidentally pulls off Elsa’s glove

After that, without her glove and feeling upset, Elsa can’t control her secret powers

Then, Elsa blasts ice and snow from her hand and it covers the kingdom

Finally, Elsa accidentally places a curse on the kingdom, trapping it in an eternal winter

As a result, Elsa flees the kingdom, afraid she will hurt someone and destroy her kingdom if she
stays

Else builds herself an ice palace and she enjoys her new found freedom; She vows to “let it go,” be
herself and leave the past in the past 

Anna

Left behind in the frozen kingdom after Elsa’s powers have been revealed

(Mental kick off) Anna thinks that it was her fault that Elsa’s powers were
revealed, freezing the kingdom and forcing Elsa to flee

Anna realizes that she is the only one who can convince Elsa to come back and reverse the curse

Anna believes that Elsa is not a monster and the whole thing was an accident

Anna wants to find Elsa and bring her back to Arendelle

First, she puts Prince Hans in charge of the kingdom

Next, she sets out on her horse into the storm but loses the horse and needs winter clothes

Then, she meets a mountain man named Kristoff who has an idea of where Elsa might be located
Anna hires Kristoff and his reindeer Sven to help her get to Elsa

After that, the trio meets Olaf, an enchanted snowman that Anna recognizes from childhood and he
agrees to lead them to the ice palace to find Elsa

As a result they arrive at the ice palace and encounter Elsa, the Snow Queen

Anna is so happy to have found Elsa and is in awe of Elsa and the ice palace
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Episode 7
Finding Elsa and Re-
versing the Curse



Elsa

In her ice palace, upon seeing the arrival of Anna and her crew

Elsa tells Anna to leave for her own safety and Anna tells Elsa that she
can’t leave because of the curse that Elsa had placed on the kingdom, sending it into an eternal win-
ter and Anna pleads with Elsa to fix it

Elsa is shocked and disappointed

She realizes that she doesn’t know how to unfreeze the kingdom

She thinks that she might hurt Anna accidentally again

She knows that she cannot control her magical powers

She doesn’t understand the impact she had on Arendelle

She wants Anna to be safe—to leave and go back to the kingdom to live freely and happily 

Elsa panics and loses control of her powers

She orders Anna and the others to leave but Anna won’t listen

Frustrated and upset, Elsa accidentally strikes Anna in the heart with her magical powers

Then, she created a giant snowman, Marshmallow, to chase them out and make sure they didn’t
come back

As a result, Elsa thinks Anna will be safe if she is away from the ice palace

She is relieved but worried about the kingdom

Kristoff

In the forest, after they are safe from Elsa and the snow monster

Noticed Anna’s hair is turning white

Worried and concerned 

He knows she was struck by Elsa’s magic

He believes he can find a way to cure her

He thinks his family, the mystical trolls, can help Anna

He decides to bring her to the Valley of the Living Rock to the trolls for help
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Episode 8
The Ice Palace

Episode 9
Frozen Heart –
Kristoff Trying to
Save Anna



First, the trolls assume Anna is Kristoff’s girlfriend and they plan a wedding

Next, Anna almost faints and loses her balance because the curse is getting stronger

After that, Anna is freezing and the trolls sense strange magic

Finally, the trolls tell the others that Anna will freeze to death unless she is part of an act of true love

As a result, Kristoff and the others bring her back to the kingdom to receive “true love’s kiss” from
Prince Hans

Kristoff puts her in the care of Hans and the servants at the Castle

Hans 

In Arendelle, in charge while the Princess and Queen are away

(Mental Kick off) Realizes that this is his chance to take over as King

Determined and devious

He knows that the whole kingdom fears Elsa and thinks she is an evil snow queen

He believes that Anna is in love with him and will marry him 

He thinks if he can kill Elsa, he can marry Anna and become king

He plans to get rid of Anna and Elsa, clearing the way for him to become king

First, Hans’ soldiers capture Elsa and bring her back to Arendella

Next, Hans has Elsa’s hands covered and chained and has her locked away

Then, Hans refuses to give Anna “true love’s kiss” and tells her he never loved her, and leaves her in
the library to freeze to death

After that, Hans tells the others in the kingdom that Anna is dead because of Elsa and that he and
were married before she died, making him King

Finally, he accuses Elsa of treason and calls for her death

Consequently, Hans becomes “king”

He is satisfied that his plan worked
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Episode 10
The Treacherous
Prince Hans



Anna

In the library, freezing to death fast, being cared for by Olaf

Olaf explains to Anna that real love is putting someone else’s needs before
your own, and Anna realizes that she must get true love’s kiss from Kristoff!

Anna feels hopeful and frantic

She knows she must find Kristoff and share true love’s kiss to save her own life

She believes that she and Kristoff share a love that will reverse the curse and unfreeze her heart

She remembers all of the experiences she and Kristoff shared during their adventure and that he did
everything for her

Anna intends to find Kristoff and let him know how she feels

First, she and Olaf escape from the castle

Next, Olaf is blown away by powerful winds leaving Anna alone

After that, Kristoff hears Anna’s cries for help and he tries to find her in the blizzard

Finally, the storm subsides and Anna and Kristoff see eachother

As a result, they rush to each other

They anticipate true love’s kiss

Abbreviated Episode

Elsa

Escaping from captivity, attempting to return to her ice palace

Elsa runs into Hans who reveals his treachery and tells Elsa that she caused Anna to freeze to death

Feeling devastated and heartbroken

As a result, Elsa breaks down
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Episode 11
Real Love and Anna
Finding Kristoff

Episode 12
An Act of True Love



Embedded Episode

Anna hears Hans draw his sword and realizes he means to kill Elsa

She is horrified

She realizes that she can either save herself by kissing Kristoff or save Elsa

She believes that she must save her sister

Anna decides to save Elsa

First, she jumps between Hans’ sword and Elsa

Next, she turns completely to ice, and breathes her last breath

Then, Hans’ sword breaks on the ice and the impact knocks Hans unconscious

Finally, Elsa notices that Anna is frozen solid and begins to hug her while sobbing

As a result, Anna’s heart begins to thaw and soon she completely recovers

Anna’s sacrifice for Elsa was an act of true sisterly love which warmed Anna’s heart and saved her
life. Elsa realizes that love is the key to controlling her magical powers. The curse on Arendelle is
lifted. Kristoff and Anna share true love’s kiss. Elsa enables Olaf to experience summer. Kristoff and
Sven get a new sleigh. The gates to the kingdom are open with wonderful festivities created by Elsa’s
magic.
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*Please Note: This narrative analysis is comprised of episodes that drive the plot of the story. There are many additional episodes in this movie that are worthwhile to analyze relating to relationships and plans and feelings of characters. Please feel free to use this as a guide, however, your own analysis may differ depending on how you interpret the scenes and depending on what area of narrative you are targeting.
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